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Figure 1:  Obverse (left) ane reverse (right) of the American 
Defense Service Medal.

The American Defense Service Medal (Figure 1), often 
called the Pre-Pearl Harbor medal, recognizes United 
States military service between September 8, 1939 and 
December 7, 1941. Although it is often overshadowed 
by the World War II area campaign medals, it has its 
own interesting history. For example, it was awarded 
for actions that involved American casualties. There was 
also a twelve year delay in establishing regulations for its 
award and wear by the Air Force, a four year Army debate 
about clasps and stars, massive over-ordering, current 
attempts to reopen eligibility for the medal, and ties with 
another authorized medal that has not been issued to 
Federal troops. In addition, there are several distinctive 
clasps and several types of the medal one can collect.

On September 8, 1939, just a week after World War 
II began in Europe, President Roosevelt issued a 
proclamation placing the United States under a state of 
limited emergency. This state of limited emergency was 
“for the purpose of strengthening our national defense 
within the limits of peacetime authorizations.” About a 
month later, the American Merchant Marine freighter SS 
City of Flint was seized by the German Navy in neutral 
waters, the first of many incidents where Americans 
were involved in actual or potential hostile contact with 
Axis forces. 

Under the state of limited emergency Roosevelt called 

for an increase in the size of the Armed Forces. The 
Regular Army was increased from an authorized 210,000 
soldiers on July 1, 1939 to 375,000 in June 1940. As war 
tensions increased, Congress authorized the induction 
of the National Guard into the Regular Army on August 
27, 1940. The Selective Training and Service Act, the 
first peacetime draft in United States history, was signed 
by Roosevelt on September 16, 1940. The Act set a 
cap of 900,000 men to be in training at any given time 
and required military service for a minimum of twelve 
months.

When Roosevelt declared a state of unlimited emergency 
on May 27, 1941, the military, naval, air and civilian 
defenses were placed on a state of readiness to “repel any 
and all acts or threats of aggression directed toward any 
part of the Western Hemisphere.” Two months later, on 
July 26, Roosevelt called the Philippine Army, National 
Guard, and Constabulary to active United States service. 
A short time later the Philippine Air Reserve and Naval 
units, which were part of the Philippine Army, were also 
called to active duty. On October 18, 1941, Congress 
passed an amendment to the Selective Training and 
Service Act which increased the minimum service to 
eighteen months. Enlistees and guardsmen would serve 
longer than their original commitment.

Concerned about military and civilian morale, Army Chief 
of Staff General George Marshall solicited comments 
about creating a good conduct medal and a medal for 
service during the state of emergency. A memorandum 
to the Army Chief of Staff, dated November 7, 1940, 
provided the following rationale for issuing a service 
medal: 

As a rule, our campaign or service medals are awarded 
only for service during a state of war but ordinarily they 
are not created until the occasion for the award has been 
terminated. Prior to the World War some medals were 
awarded for service during emergencies not involving 
actual conflict with an enemy. It is believed the critical 
nature of the present emergency requires a radical 
departure from our present policy. The success of our 
military program and the Selective Service procedure 
is largely dependent upon proper public support, which 
may be more difficult to maintain than during a popular 
war. National Guardsmen and selectees who return to 
civil life after a year of service will exercise important 
influence over public opinion. Tangible evidence of 
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their service during this emergency will increase the 
enthusiasm of the advocates, and may convert some 
of the disgruntled…. A special service medal should 
be designed and awarded to military personnel serving 
during the emergency proclaimed by the President 
on September 8, 1939. Increased public interest in 
their citizen soldiery, as well as political influence of 
discharged personnel, may eventually force the adoption 
of such a service medal. It is believed the War and 
Navy Departments should take the initiative to reap the 
benefits to the services during the emergency.”

Marshall suggested both a good conduct and a service 
medal be authorized. Since the Navy already had a good 
conduct medal, Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy, 
agreed that a service medal was appropriate. Secretary 
of War Henry Stimson also agreed and proposed an 
American Defense Service Medal to President Roosevelt. 
The medal was authorized in Executive Order 8808, 
signed June 28, 1941 (Figure 2). Determining regulations 
for award of the medal was left up to the services. 

Figure 2: Executive Order 8808.

MEDAL AND RIBBON
 
The design for the American Defense Service Medal was 
approved by the Institute of Heraldry in April 1942. The 

bronze medal is circular and is one and a quarter inches 
in diameter. On the obverse is a female Grecian figure 
symbolizing the United States. She is in a defensive 
pose, holding a reversed war shield in her left hand and 
wielding a sword above her head with her right. She is 
standing upon a stylized oak branch with four leaves, 
representing the services. Along the top are the words 
AMERICAN DEFENSE. The reverse has the words 
FOR SERVICE DURING THE LIMITED EMERGENCY 
PROCLAIMED BY THE PRESIDENT ON SEPTEMBER 
8, 1939 OR DURING THE UNLIMITED EMERGENCY 
PROCLAIMED BY THE PRESIDENT ON MAY 27, 1941 
above a seven-leafed sprig of laurel. 

Four designs for the medal were submitted to the Institute 
of Heraldry, three by Joseph Kiselweski and one by 
Lee Lawrie (Figure 3). Lawrie’s design, number four of 
those submitted, was the one selected. About a month 
later, on May 5, 1942, this design was approved by The 
Commission of Fine Arts. Full scale production, however, 
would be delayed until the end of the war.

The ribbon consists of the following stripes (from one 
side to the other): 3/16” Golden Yellow (67104); 1/8” 
tri-parted Old Glory Blue (67178); White (67101); and 
Scarlet (67111); 3/4” Golden Yellow; 1/8” tri-parted 

Figure 3 : Two unused designs for the American Defense Service Medal.
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Scarlet; White; and Old Glory Blue; 3/16” Golden Yellow. 

All ribbon bars are 1 3/8” wide. Army and current 
production ribbon bars are 3/8” high. Original Navy, 
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard ribbons were 1/2” in 
height (Figure 4).
 

  
Figure 4: Navy (top) and Army (bottom) ribbon bars.

Arthur E. DuBois, Chief of the Army Heraldic Section 
(now the Institute of Heraldry), designed the ribbon. 
According to DuBois, the colors are symbolic, with 
the yellow representing the “golden opportunity for the 
youth of America to serve the national colors,” which 
were represented by the traditional blue, white and red 
pinstripes inside each edge of the ribbon. 

The ribbon design was approved by the Secretary of War 
and the Secretary of Navy on January 7, 1942. Production 
and issue of ribbon bars commenced about a year later.

ESTABLISHING REGULATIONS - ARMY

The Army was the first service to implement the 
American Defense Service Medal. This was done in War 
Department Bulletin 17, 1941 which merely authorized 
the medal and did not specify any regulations concerning 
its award. The establishment of regulations for the Army, 
which would not be completed until after the end of the 
war, was initiated through the Army’s G-1 (personnel) 
staff. They produced a draft suggesting criteria for the 
award which included the provisions that twelve months 
or more active duty be required, that a “FOREIGN 
SERVICE” clasp be created for personnel who served 
outside the continental United States (CONUS), and that 
the medals be numbered. This draft was circulated for 
comments and/or concurrence.
 

One comment came from the Army Air Staff at the 
request of the Special Observer Group in London, 
whose members had served during German bombings 
of London. They suggested that an oak leaf cluster be 
authorized for Army personnel who had been under fire 
overseas. Since the oak leaf cluster was already used to 
designate additional awards of decorations, Army G-1 
suggested the use of a bronze star instead. This provision 
was included in Army Circular 44, dated February 13, 
1942, which established initial Army regulations for 
award of the medal. 

These initial regulations stated that eligibility required 
service of twelve months or more in (1) the Regular 
Army, including the Philippine Scouts and Regular 
Army Reserve members who served on active duty, (2) 
any Volunteer Force mustered into active duty, (3) any 
National Guard unit called or ordered into Federal Service, 
and (4) anyone in the Organized Reserves, including the 
Enlisted Reserve Corps, who served on active duty. A 
“FOREIGN SERVICE” clasp was also authorized for 
service outside CONUS. Army regulations specified that 
the medal was not to be awarded to members of the Navy, 
Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Philippine Constabulary, 
Army National Guard (unless called or ordered to Federal 
Service), or any Home Defense organizations. Members 
of some government agencies, most notably the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey and the Public Health Service, became 
eligible for the medal twelve months after being called 
to active duty in the Army.

It is commonly believed that the entire twelve months of 
service had to be served during the state of emergency. 
Army regulations, however, did not specify any time 
period for service. In fact, part or all of the twelve months 
service could be served during the emergency. There is 
ample evidence for this, as pictures of Medal of Honor 
recipients Major Richard Bong, Lieutenant Donald E. 
Rudolph, Sergeant Arthur Beyer, and Private First Class 
Lloyd C. Hawks show them wearing the American 
Defense Service Medal service ribbon. Each joined the 
Army in February or March of 1941 and served at most 
ten months during the emergency.
 
According to the regulations, the first medal was to be 
provided free of charge and could be awarded to next 
of kin. Out-of-service personnel were authorized to 
request medals on WD AGO Form No. 0714. Active 
duty service personnel could request the medal from the 
nearest Quartermaster and proof of service was required. 
Display pieces were also authorized, with “For Exhibition 
Purposes Only” engraved on the edge.
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The regulations also stated a “bronze star will be awarded 
for wear on the suspension ribbon of the medals in cases 
where personnel were exposed to hostile attack during 
the period for which the medal may be awarded, one star 
for each attack.” The London Observers Group promptly 
ordered 5,000 of the stars. However, before their order 
could be filled, authority for the stars was revoked. 
Apparently, there was still some uncertainty about how 
overseas or combat service was to be represented. This 
began a four year debate about authorizing any devices 
for Army medals.
 
The Army, early in the ensuing discussions, decided to 
make the “FOREIGN SERVICE” clasp similar in design 
to those used on the World War I Victory medal. However, 
there was no consensus on what should be on the clasp 
or what service was required for its award. The issue 
was temporarily dropped on July 24, 1943, when the 
Army suspended plans for the production of the “Foreign 
Service” clasp (which had not yet begun) until after the 
war. Stars were re-approved in War Department Circular 
No. 27, dated January 19, 1944 and were to designate any 
service outside CONUS. 

Figure 5: Prototype clasp designs.

When the war ended, the Army again examined the issue 
of clasps and stars for the American Defense Service 
Medal. On November 9, 1945, an Army memorandum 
circulated that contained several new suggestions, 
including clasps that had prongs instead of a back strap, 
that a clasp be worn on both the suspension and service 
ribbons (in place of the previously authorized star), 
and that stars would represent combat service. Several 

alternate designs for the clasps, which included holes in 
the center to hold one or more stars for combat service, 
were also presented (Figure 5). Debate continued for two 
months until, on January 21, 1946, the Secretary of War 
directed that the World War I style clasp be used and that 
a clasp would not be worn on the service ribbon. 

Figure 6: Army “Foreign Service” clasp (top) and from 
top to bottom: Mint clasp, 1970s Medallic Arts clasp 

and two clasps by unknown manufacturers.

On May 3, 1946, the amended Army regulations for award 
of the American Defense Service Medal were published 
in the Federal Register. The Army instituted these final 
regulations on August 26, 1946. The regulations specified 
a pronged World War I style “FOREIGN SERVICE” 
clasp (Figure 6). The clasp was to be worn on the medal 
suspension ribbon for service outside CONUS. Personnel 
who had served in Alaska or “as a member of a crew of 
a vessel sailing ocean waters, or service as a member of 
the operating crew of an airplane participating in regular 
and frequent flights over ocean waters” were also eligible 
for the clasp. A 3/16” bronze star was to be worn on the 
service ribbon in lieu of the clasp (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Ribbon bar with star.
 

The Army “FOREIGN SERVICE” clasp is a bronze 
bar, 1/8” high and 1-1/2” long, with rounded ends. The 
words FOREIGN SERVICE are centered on the clasp and 
there is a star at each end of the inscription. The clasp is 
attached to the suspension ribbon with two prongs which 
can be pushed through the ribbon for attachment. Many 
medals issued with the “FOREIGN SERVICE” clasp had 
the clasp attached to the medal suspension ribbon when 
the medal was issued. A fair number of clasps, however, 
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were included loose in the box of issue. Hubs, some dies, 
and some prototypes for the “FOREIGN SERVICE” clasp 
were produced at the Philadelphia Mint. The American 
Emblem Company made the original clasps, which were 
delivered to the Army Quartermaster in Philadelphia in 
boxes of 300. The Quartermaster placed these clasps on 
medals or in boxes as they were needed, without regard to 
the medal manufacturer. There are four different types of 
“Foreign Service” clasp known, identified by the length of 
the prongs and the prong soldering. Medallic Arts made 
“Foreign Service” clasps in the 1970s. Graco Company 
makes “Foreign Service” clasps today.

Since 1946, Army regulations for the American Defense 
Service Medal have changed very little. The most 
significant change was the transfer of issuing authority 
to the Air Force for their personnel in 1948 (see below). 
Current Army regulations for the medal can be found in 
Army Regulation 600-8-22 (Military Awards).

ESTABLISHING REGULATIONS – NAVY, 
MARINE CORPS, AND COAST GUARD

The Navy authorized the medal and established 
regulations for its award through Navy Department 
General Order #172, dated April 20, 1942. The Navy was 
more liberal in its authorization than the Army. Active 
duty Navy and Marine Corps personnel qualified for the 
medal based on service of any length during the period 
of eligibility. This amounted to one day of active duty 
service, as a minimum. Members of the Naval Reserve, 
on training duty and under orders, had to serve at least 
ten days in that capacity in order to qualify. Personnel 
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Public Health 
Service were eligible for the medal if they were called 
to active duty in the Navy.

Figure 8: Genuine Navy and Coast Guard clasps.

The Navy General Order also provided for two service 
clasps to recognize service outside CONUS. The 
“FLEET” clasp was issued “for service on the high seas 

while regularly attached to any vessels of the Atlantic, 
Pacific, or Asiatic fleets, including vessels of the Naval 
Transport Service and those operating under the Chief 
of Naval Operations.” Interestingly, Marines serving on 
occupation duty in Iceland also received the “Fleet” clasp 
(Figure 8). The “BASE” clasp was issued for service 
ashore outside CONUS. 

When the Coast Guard came under Navy control on 
November 1, 1941, members of this service became 
eligible for the medal under Navy Regulations, including 
Navy clasps and the A device. The Coast Guard, however, 
had been sailing alongside the Navy since the state of 
emergency had been declared. Those who had sailed 
before November 1, 1941 qualified for the American 
Defense Service Medal, but not the Navy clasps. To 
remedy this situation, the Coast Guard authorized a 
“SEA” clasp (Figure 8) in Coast Guard General Orders 
No. 10 of June 20, 1942. The “SEA” clasp was issued to 
personnel on all other vessels (that is, those not qualifying 
for the “FLEET” clasp), operating on the high seas under 
a regularly assigned commanding officer, including 
aircraft making regular patrols at sea. The “SEA” clasp 
is not listed in current Coast Guard regulations and it 
is not known when authorization for this clasp ended. 
Only one clasp or device was authorized for wear on the 
medal suspension and service ribbons. When a clasp was 
authorized, a 3/16” star was worn on the service ribbon. 

Figure 9: “A” Device on service and suspension ribbons.

The Navy also authorized a bronze “A” device for 
personnel who served on certain ships or with certain 
units which participated in actual or potential combat 
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between June 22 and December 7, 1941 (Figure 9). This 
block letter “A” is sans-serif (without feet), ¼” in height. 
The “A” device was worn on both the suspension and 
service ribbons. Most likely, the Philadelphia Mint made 
A devices during the war. Medallic Art Company made 
them in the 1950s and 1960s. A list of the ships and units 
eligible for this device can be found in Appendix I.

Navy and Coast Guard clasps are also similar to those 
used with the World War I Victory Medal. These clasps 
are made of riverside bronze and are outlined with evenly 
spaced rope knots, 3½  knots on each end and 26½ along 
the top and bottom. Centered on the clasp is the type of 
service specified for the clasp, FLEET, BASE, or SEA, 
on a smooth field. These clasps have been classified as 
Gleim type IIIB. Navy clasps were almost always attached 
to the suspension ribbon when issued. The Philadelphia 
Mint made the Navy and Coast Guard clasps. There are 
no official contracts for Navy clasps today.

Current Navy regulations for the medal can be found 
in SECNAVINST 1650.1F and NAVPERS 1566.5G, 
United States. Navy Uniform Regulations. Current Coast 
Guard regulations can be found in COMDTINST 1650.25 
Chapter 5-B-6-c.

ESTABLISHING REGULATIONS - AIR FORCE

The National Security Act of 1947 made the Air Force a 
separate branch of the armed forces. On  December 10, 
1948, James Forrestal, the Secretary of Defense, issued 
Transfer Order 30, which transferred “all functions, 
powers, and duties relating to decorations, honors, 
service medals, and other awards” from the Army to the 
Air Force for those personnel in the new service. The 
Air Force decided to continue awarding the American 
Defense Service Medal using the conditions spelled out 
in the Army’s regulations. 

Almost twelve years later, in September 1960, the Air 
Force finally published its own regulations concerning 
award of the American Defense Service Medal. These 
regulations are the same as those published by the Army 
in 1946. Current Air Force regulations for the medal can 
be found in AFI 36-2903.

ORDER OF PRECEDENCE

The American Defense Service Medal is worn on the 
uniform by Army and Air Force personnel after the 
Army of Occupation of Germany Medal and before 
the American Campaign Medal. For members of the 
Women’s Army Corps, it is worn after the Women’s 

Army Corps Service Medal and before the American 
Campaign Medal. For Navy and Marine Corps personnel, 
it is worn after the China Service Medal and before the 
American Campaign Medal. Coast Guard personnel wear 
the medal after the World War I Victory Medal and before 
the American Campaign Medal.

AMERICANS IN ACTION

While the vast majority of American Defense Service 
Medal recipients never actually faced Axis forces prior 
to December 7, 1941, some did. There were hundreds 
of incidents where service members were placed in 
circumstances that could have, and in some cases did, 
lead to combat. During the state of emergency, American 
troops were present all over the world. In the Western 
Hemisphere, under the Monroe Doctrine, American 
troops occupied Danish and Dutch possessions, including 
Greenland, Dutch Guiana, and several Caribbean islands. 
Iceland, a semi-independent nation under the Danish 
crown, had been occupied by the British in 1940. United 
States Marines replaced them in 1941. American troops 
were also present on British islands in the Atlantic and 
Caribbean, in Burma, in Panama and Latin America, in 
China, and on the “Line” Islands (islands on the cable 
line to Australia) in the South Pacific. American troops 
also served on American islands in the Pacific. 

Occupation duty had its hazards. Members of the London 
Special Observer Group, as mentioned above, were 
subject to occasional bombing attacks. The Coast Guard 
cutters Northland and Modoc came within range of the 
Bismarck soon after she sank the HMS Hood. The Modoc 
was fired on by the German battleship and then narrowly 
missed being attacked by British Swordfish planes. Both 
ships were targeted by the British, but not fired upon. 
Marine and Army personnel in Shanghai, China also 
came under fire from the Japanese while protecting the 
International Legation area. In southern Greenland, the 
Coast Guard captured a German ship and radio station. 
In Dutch Guiana, which America occupied to protect 
bauxite deposits and to deny the Germans a U-Boat 
base, Army troops arrived just ahead of the German ship 
Goslar. Somehow, an underwater hatch was opened and 
the Goslar capsized and sank. More than 8000 Army 
troops eventually occupied Dutch Guiana. On the Vichy 
French islands in the Caribbean, the Navy and Marines 
ensured that the islands remained neutral. These islands 
were occupied later in the war when Germany took over 
Vichy France.

On September 6, 1940, the United States traded England 
50 old destroyers for a 99 year lease on some British 
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bases (and the right to build new ones) in the western 
hemisphere. America’s “Lend-Lease” Program, enacted 
on March 11, 1941, dispatched Navy and Merchant 
Marine ships to carry war material to Great Britain, and 
later Russia and China. American service personnel 
were also active in South America, the most likely site 
of a German invasion of the Western Hemisphere from 
Dakar, Africa. Through their efforts, Brazil became one 
of America’s staunchest allies. 

In the western Pacific, the Japanese Navy was 
harassing United States shipping. Japanese planes flew 
reconnaissance missions over the Philippines and Alaska 
and almost 25,000 Army, Army Air Corps, and Navy 
personnel were placed on alert in Alaska alone. 

Ships from both sides stalked each other in the Atlantic, 
Indian, and Pacific Oceans. Most incidents took place 
in the Atlantic, where American naval forces were 
responsible for patrolling as far east as Iceland. At least 
56 American ships were attacked by the Germans and 
Japanese during the state of emergency. Seven, including 
three with heavy casualties, are detailed here. 

The first ship, mentioned in the introduction, was 
the Merchant Marine freighter SS City of Flint. She 
was seized by the German battleship Deutschland on 
October 9, 1939. The City of Flint, carrying 4000 tons 
of lubricating oil, was marked as a neutral ship. Fifteen 
German sailors boarded the ship, painted out all US 
insignia, and hoisted the German ensign. The Germans 
then sailed to Norway, Russia, and then back to Norway, 
seeking a port. The City of Flint finally entered the port of 
Haugesund, Norway without permission and was seized 
by the Norwegian Navy. The ship and crew was returned 
to American control on November 6, 1939. City of Flint 
continued serving in the Atlantic until she was sunk on 
January 23, 1943.

The second encounter occurred on May 21, 1941 when the 
Merchant Marine freighter SS Robin Moor was stopped 
by the U-69, which was on its second war patrol under the 
command of Kapitanleutnant Jost Metzler, who received 
the Knights Cross of the Iron Cross. Even though the 
SS Robin Moor was flying a neutral flag and was in the 
South Atlantic, away from the war zone, the crew and 
passengers were ordered into the life boats by Metzler 
and then the ship was sunk. They had been forbidden from 
sending an SOS. Some of the survivors were adrift for 
eighteen days before being rescued. Fortunately, everyone 
survived the incident.

The third ship encounter with Axis forces was the 
destroyer USS Greer (DD-145), which was tracking a 
German submarine, the U-652,  southeast of Iceland on 
September 4, 1941. The U-boat fired four torpedos at the 
Greer but she was not damaged and chased the submarine 
away by dropping 17 depth charges. The Greer became 
the first American ship to fire on a German Navy vessel.

A fourth incident involved the USS Kearny, another 
destroyer (DD-432), which was torpedoed southwest of 
Iceland on October 17, 1941. The resulting explosions 
nearly cut the Kearny in half, but she was able to make 
port. Eleven sailors died and 22 were wounded in the 
attack. 

The oiler USS Salinas (AO-19) was involved in the 
fifth incident when she was torpedoed by the U-106, 
commanded by Kapitanleutnant Hermann Rasch, 700 
miles east of Newfoundland on October 30, 1941. One 
sailor was wounded and the ship made it safely to port. 
Rasch was also a recipient the Knights Cross of the Iron 
Cross.

The sixth incident, which occurred one day later on 
October 31, 1941, was the worst. The destroyer USS 
Reuben James (DD-245) was on escort duty with 
convoy HX-156, when she positioned herself between 
an ammunition ship and the known location of a wolf 
pack. She took a torpedo from the U-552, commanded by 
Oberleutnant Erich Top, who received the Knights Cross 
with Oakleaves and Swords. The torpedo blew up the 
forward magazine. The ship sank in less than five minutes. 
Of the 159 men on board, 115 died and 8 were wounded. 

The seventh incident occurred on December 7, 1941, 
just hours before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 
The Merchant Marine steam schooner SS Cynthia Olson, 
carrying Army supplies from Tacoma, WA to Hawaii, 
stumbled into the path of the Japanese submarine I-26 
about 1000 miles north east of Hawaii. The sub surfaced 
and fired on the SS Cynthia Olson with her deck gun. The 
sub then sank the ship with a torpedo.  All 35 people on 
board, including two Army personnel, died in the attack.

These are just a few of the situations American troops 
faced during the State of Emergency. 

PRODUCTION AND ISSUE

Full scale production of the American Defense Service 
Medal did not begin until hostilities ended. On October 29, 
1942 the War Production Board banned the manufacture 
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or assembly of copper based insignia and medals, except 
decorations, for the duration of the war. Bronze already 
in stock was used to strike some medals by the American 
Emblem Company and the Philadelphia Mint. These 
medals were used only for display purposes. The medals 
differ in color, with American Emblem Company medals 
having a reddish-bronze color and Mint medals having 
a gilt color. 

The American Emblem Company medal color is the 
same as the color of World War II brooches manufactured 
for decorations. This color is due to the alloy used, 
which came from used shell cartridges. This alloy was 
distributed to manufacturers by the War Production 
Board. It is highly likely that the American Emblem 
Company used the same alloy for both brooches and the 
American Defense Service Medal.

Even though medals were not available for distribution, 
the service ribbon was obtainable for eligible personnel. 
In the case of Navy personnel, stars and “A” devices 
were also available. From photographic evidence, service 
ribbons were first worn in early 1943.

Army regulations initially specified that the American 
Defense Service Medal was to be numbered, making 
it the last numbered campaign medal authorized. The 
requirement that campaign medals be numbered was 
dropped, however, in Change 26 of AR600-35, dated 
July 28, 1943. 

This brings up an interesting possibility. We know the 
American Defense Service Medal was produced before 
October 1943, as it is illustrated in the October 1943 
National Geographic and in George Studley’s 1944 medal 
calendar. But were these medals, and any others struck 
before July 28, 1943, numbered? That seems unlikely. 
The Navy had already specified that their medals would 
not be numbered and the Army placed its last known 
contract for numbered campaign medals on June 30, 1942, 
almost a year earlier. The only medals possibly struck 
before the requirement for numbering was rescinded 
were prototypes and those for exhibition purposes. 
Probably none of these medals were numbered, since so 
few were struck and because the Army was considering 
dropping the numbering requirement. In addition, no 
numbered American Defense Service Medals have ever 
been reported.  
  
On February 1, 1944, the War Production Board 
announced that copper medals and insignia could again be 
produced. Soon after, the Army assessed their needs and 

determined they would need 1,500,000 American Defense 
Service Medals. The Navy would also require their share, 
but Navy estimates are unknown. To complicate matters, 
the area service medals had been authorized. There 
was concern that America’s medal production capacity 
could not keep up with demand if all of the medals were 
produced at the same time. With the Army’s strong 
urging, it was decided to produce the American Defense 
Service Medal and the World War II Victory Medal first. 
The services also decided to stockpile the medals until 
there were enough in supply to meet demand. Contracts 
were issued for full scale production beginning on 
September 12, 1945. A little over a year later, on October 
21, 1946, the Army reported that the following numbers 
of American Defense Service Medals had been ordered:

Procurement Directive P-G-75 (46) Rex Products, 
New York City: 375,000 medals @ $.3425 each

Medallic Art Company, New York City: 125,000 
medals @ $.3435 each
 
American Emblem Company, Philadelphia: 
100,000 medals @ $.40 each
   
Procurement Directive P-G-81 (46) Rex Products, 
New York City: 575,000 medals @ $.3425 each
 
Medallic Art Company, New York City: 575,000 
medals @ $.3435 each

D. L. Auld, Columbus, Ohio: 600,000 medals @ 
$.415 each
   
TOTALS: 2,350,000 medals at an average cost of  
$.3638 each equals $854,825.00

Most of these medals had already been delivered to the 
Army Quartermaster and distribution started soon after. 
Notice that the Army alone ordered 2,350,000 American 
Defense Service Medals by October 1946, or more than 
850,000 over the estimated requirement made just two 
years earlier. This production was obviously greater than 
demand, as some of these medals were still in inventory in 
the early 1960s. At this time, distribution of the American 
Defense Service Medal was transferred from the Army 
Quartermaster and the Department of the Navy to the 
Defense Supply Center in Philadelphia (DSCP). The 
boxes for these medals were relabeled, this time with 
a DSCP label on the top of the box (Figure 10). This 
inventory lasted until the early 1980s, when additional 
contracts for the medal were made. 
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Figure 10: DSCP label.

Demand for the medal continues, even today. Veterans 
and next-of-kin can still apply for original or replacement 
medals. The last known contract for the medal was issued 
in September 2001. Other contracts have probably been 
made since. The authors are confident that more new 
contracts will be discovered as medals continue to be 
issued.

CONTRACTS and REQUISITIONS

The first two Army contracts for the American Defense 
Service Medal were placed on September 12, 1945. The 
Army issued six contracts before the end of the year. A 
seventh would follow in 1946. Medals procured under 
these Army contracts came in a blue cardboard box with 
a ribbon bar and a lapel pin (Figure 11). 

Navy requis i t ions  to  the 
Philadelphia Mint for medals also began about this 
time. The Philadelphia Mint issued boxed medals only, 
without either the lapel pin or ribbon bar. Navy personnel 

had to buy these items. Mint medals came in off-white 
boxes with the words American Defense in blue on top 
(Figure 12). 

Figure 12: Navy medal and box.

The hubs for all American Defense Service Medal dies 
were produced by the Philadelphia Mint. Individual dies 
were produced by the Philadelphia Mint and at least one 
private contractor, D.L. Auld. 

Figure 13: American Emblem Company ‘wire 
loop’ variety.

The first production medals from Medallic Art Company, 
American Emblem Company, and the Philadelphia Mint 

Figure 11: Army box of issue and contents.
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were suspended from a ring soldered to the top of the 
medal. These are called “wire loop” medals in this article 
(Figure 13). Contract medal specifications called for a 
knob suspension and it is believed that most wire loop 
medals were produced before the first contracts for the 
medal were issued or were made using old specifications. 
In any case, wire loop medals were probably distributed 
first once contracts were issued. The number of wire loop 
medals produced is unknown. Only a small percentage of 
the more than 900 medals seen by the authors have a wire 
loop suspension. Knob suspension medals were probably 
first struck in 1944, as reddish brown knob suspension 
medals, made by the American Emblem Company 
with war alloy, are known. Once production began, all 
manufacturers began making knob suspension medals. 
Those produced by D.L. Auld and the Rex Company all 
came with an integral knob for suspension (Figure 14). 

Figure 14: ‘Knob suspension’ variety.

Data on each known American Defense Medal contract 
is in Table 1. This is an update of the data in “Part G – 
Some Updated Campaign Medal Research”, presented in 
The Gleim Medal Letters. There were probably several 
Mint requisitions and Rex Company contracts. If anyone 
knows of additional data or contracts, please contact the 
authors.

The authors have made an assumption in this table. 
This involves those boxed medals with no manufacturer 
name on the label (Figure 15). These boxed medals are 
fairly common and we have chosen to list them as Rex 
Company products. Rex produced 750,000 medals but 
there are no known boxes with Rex Company identified 

as the manufacturer. With the large number produced, 
one should have shown up. Rex also had Army Good 
Conduct Medal and Legion of Merit contracts that were 
supplied in boxes with similar labels.

Figure 15: Rex Company box label with no manufacturer’s 
name.

D.L. Auld, Medallic Arts, and Rex Company medals were 
generally issued to Army personnel while Mint medals 
were issued primarily to the Navy. This was not a fast 
rule, however, as the Navy used Army stock on at least 
one occasion. The Army “loaned” these medals to the 
Navy, with the expectation that the Navy would return an 
equal number of medals when they had adequate stock.

American Defense Service Medals produced from 
September 1980 have the manufacturer identified with 
a hallmark, supplied by the Institute of Heraldry, on the 
brooch. These hallmarks identify the manufacturer and 
are followed by the letters GI for “government issue.”

Figure 16: Anodized medal.

Currently, “anodized” medals are being produced for 
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sale in military PXs (Figure 16). These medals are not 
produced using government specifications but they are 
approved for wear. “Anodized” medals are worn by Army, 
Marine Corps, Members of the guard at the Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier, the Navy Honor Guard, and the Air 
Force Honor Guard.

COLLECTING THE MEDAL

Collect ing the American 
Defense Service Medal can 
be simple or challenging. The 
medal is readily available and 
inexpensive. Collecting one 
example of the medal may 
satisfy some, but for others 
it is just too easy. For a little 
more challenge, the medal 
can be collected as a part of 
an individual’s medal group, 
not a difficult task as many 
soldiers and sailors who earned 
the medal also qualified for 

decorations, the World War II area service medals, and 
the Victory Medal (Figure 17). 

One can also collect the four clasps and the A device 
authorized for the medal suspension ribbon. Beware 
that clasps have been added to American Defense 
Service Medals by people other than the manufacturer 

or recipient. If you desire authenticity on a medal with a 
clasp, you should obtain a medal from a known recipient. 

If you want to get more serious about collecting the medal, 
you can collect by type. There are three distinctive types 
of the American Defense Service Medal. The first type 
is the wire loop medal. The second type has the sword 
tip approaching the rim toward the left edge of the knob 
suspension and was produced by the D.L. Auld Company. 

The third type, made by all other manufacturers, has the 
sword tip approaching the rim on the right side of the 
knob suspension (Figure 18).  
Type collectors might want to include a medal made by 
El Oro, a Philippine medal maker. Philippino recipients 
often obtained their medals from El Oro, as opposed to 
requesting one from a quartermaster in the United States 

Figure 17: A United States Army Air Corps group containing the American Defense Service Medal.

Figure 18: D.L. Auld knob suspension variety (right) and the variety produced by other 
manufacturers (left).
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(Figure 19). 

You can also collect by manufacturer. Manufacturers of 
wire loop medals can be identified by the width and the 
position of the opening of the wire loop ring. The opening 
is viewed by rotating the right side of the medal toward 
yourself (Figure 20). Knob suspension medals are also 
identifiable by manufacturer. D.L. Auld medals are easily 
identified, as described above. The other manufacturers 
of knob suspension medals can be identified by the shape 
and dimensions of the knob. Brooch color can also be 
used to identify the manufacturer. See table 1 for specifics. 

Figure 20: Mint medal with ring opening at 5 O’clock.

Even more challenging is to collect this medal by 
contract. This involves collecting the medal in its original 
box. Nineteen different contracts are known, two having 
both wire loop and knob suspension medals and one 

having at least two different dates on the medal boxes (see 
Table 1). There are also the two wire loop medal types 
produced before contracts were issued, the El Oro medal, 
and the current production medals, both anodized and 
regular. That makes a total of twenty nine different medals 
that can be collected! The challenge comes because 
several contracts, mostly recent ones but also including 
the American Emblem Company contract of September 
12, 1945, have only one or two boxed examples known 
(Figure 21). More examples of the later contracts will 
undoubtedly be found as more recently issued medals 
enter the collecting market. It is also likely that new 
contracts will continue to be discovered. Beware – many 
boxed American Defense Service Medals are not in their 
original boxes!

F i g u r e  2 1 :  A m e r i c a n  E m b l e m  C o m p a n y  b o x 
label.

There are even some subtle differences that can be 
collected. A couple of the early Army contracts had at 
least two different box labels (Figure 22). 

Figure 22: Two different D.L. Auld box labels.

REPRODUCTIONS

Reproductions of the American Defense Service Medal 
are rare. The medal, after all, is readily available and the 
cost is too low to make fakes profitable. Reproduction 
clasps, however, are known. Older reproductions are 

Figure 19: American Defense Service Medal produced by El Oro.
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noted and listed in Part G 12 in The Gleim Medal Letters. 
The reproduction “FLEET” clasp was made by N.S. 
Meyer Company of New York City in the 1970s. In The 
Gleim Medal Letters, this clasp is erroneously listed as a 
Gleim type FII. The correct listing should be type FIIB. 
The “BASE” clasp, made in the 1960s in Baltimore, is 
listed as a Gleim type FI, and has an “H” hallmark on the 
back. The “SEA” clasp, also made by the N.S. Meyer in 
the 1970s, is listed as a Gleim type FIIC. Since that time, 
it has been discovered that N.S. Meyer and the Ervin 
H Hahn Company, who made the “Baltimore” clasps, 
made reproductions of all three clasps. Both of these 
manufacturers were certified government contractors 
and were given hallmark identifiers. It is known that 
these bars were not produced under government contract 
and that they were supplied to veterans and collectors. 
Most reproduction Navy bars seen today came from 
these two manufacturers. A third fake “SEA” clasp was 
made around 1990, possibly in Korea. This clasp has 4 
rope knots on the left border and the letters spaced closer 
together than the originals. Currently, reproductions of 
all three Navy and Coast Guard clasps are being made 
overseas, using laser technology. These clasps are 
modeled on Philadelphia Mint clasps. 

Figure 23: Reproduction Navy and Coast Guard clasps.

“SEA” clasps are the most frequently encountered 
reproductions. Most SEA clasps seen by the authors have 
been fakes. Some “BASE” clasps seen are reproductions, 
while almost none of the “FLEET” clasps seen are fakes. 
Figure 23 shows examples of these reproductions. The top 
two clasps are those currently being produced, with the 

correct number of rope knots. The “SEA“ clasp is tilted 
to show the wide 1/8” gap between the back strap and 
the clasp face. The third is a BASE clasp made by Ervin 
H Hahn Company. The fourth is a “SEA” clasp made by 
N.S. Meyer Company and the bottom clasp is the 1990 
reproduction, possibly made in Korea.

Reproduction “A” devices are also commonly 
encountered. Some have feet, others are hollow, and 
many have a sloppy, pebbly, or rough finish (Figure 24). 
Reproduction “Foreign Service” clasps are also currently 
being produced. On these reproductions, the prongs are 
a different length and the soldering is not as well done 
as on originals.

Figure 24: Reproduction “A” device.

POSTSCRIPT
This article would not be complete if two other “defense” 

Figure 25: Merchant Marine Defense Bar wallet cards 
original (top) and 1980’s issue (bottom).
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medals are not mentioned. The Merchant Marine, which 
suffered the most deaths during the Emergency, and the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey have also authorized medals 
for service during the State of Emergency. Members of 
these two services who were not called to active duty were 
considered civilians and did not qualify for the American 
Defense Service Medal. 

To honor Merchant Marine personnel for service during 
this period, the Merchant Marine Defense Bar was 
authorized in Executive Order 9472, dated August 29, 
1944. This award consisted of a wallet card, 2 ½ by 3 ½ 
inches in size (Figure 25), and a service ribbon (Figure 
26). No medal was authorized. A total of 17,092 Merchant 
Marine Defense Bars were awarded.

Figure 26: Merchant Marine Defense Bar  (right) and a 
Combat Bar with star for second action.

During the 1980s, questions about veteran benefits for 
former Merchant Marine members became a national 
issue. One outcome was Public Law 100-324, The 
Merchant Marine Decorations and Medals Act of May 30, 
1988. This Act authorized the Secretary of Transportation, 
under which the Merchant Marine now served, to issue 
medals corresponding to the previously awarded service 
bars. In this manner, the Merchant Marine Defense Medal 
was created (Figure 27).

Figure 27: Merchant Marine Defense Medal 
(obverse at top, reverse at the bottom).

The medal obverse design consists of a shield and 
anchor, from the United States Maritime Service seal, 
superimposed on a ship’s wheel, denoting control and 
maritime service. Circling this design are the words 
MERCHANT MARINE DEFENSE around the sides 
and top and laurel branches below, which symbolize 
achievement and excellence. The reverse of the medal 
features the shield and anchor, in larger size, surrounded 
by the words UNITED STATES at top and MERCHANT 
MARINE at the bottom.

The Merchant Marine chose a ribbon that is very different 
from the American Defense Service Medal. This ribbon 
has a ¼” black center stripe, flanked on both sides by 
3/32” stripes of black/red, red, and pink. This is followed 
by a 5/32” stripe of white. On the outside of the ribbon is 
a 3/32” stripe of green. For ribbon bars produced during 
and immediately after the war, the colors merged with 
each other. Later service ribbons and all medal ribbons 
have the colors differentiated more clearly (Figure 28).

Figure 28: Current issue (top) and World War II issue 
(bottom) of the Merchant Marine Defense Medal ribbon bar, 

Issue of the medal began on May 19, 1992, when the U.S. 
Department of Transportation announced that medals 
were available for distribution to civilian merchant 
seamen, in recognition of their service in World War 
II, Korea, Vietnam, and certain other specified military 
operations.

The authority to award and issue Merchant Marine 
medals was transferred to Maritime Administrator 
authority effective September 20, 1995. Current Merchant 
Marine regulations can be found in 46 CFR PART 350—
SEAMEN’S SERVICE AWARDS.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey served under the 
Department of Commerce during the state of emergency. 
While some members had been called to active duty and 
were therefore eligible for the American Defense Service 
Medal, others were not. To honor these personnel, a Coast 
and Geodetic Survey Defense Ribbon, along with several 
other service ribbons, was authorized in Executive Order 
9590, dated July 21, 1945. Section 8 of this order stated 
“The Secretary is hereby authorized to provide and issue 
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an appropriate medal, with suitable appurtenances, to the 
recipient of any ribbon at such time as he may determine, 
and when necessary funds are available therefore.” Time 
and funds were not available for more than 40 years.

Figure 29: Obverse (left) and reverse (right) of the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey Defense Service Medal.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey went through a 
couple of name changes before becoming the National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) on October 30, 1970. With the passage of 
the Merchant Marine Decorations and Medals Act in 
1988, NOAA decided it was time to honor its veterans. 
NOAA Corps Bulletin 880401, issued later that year, 

authorized medals to supplement the ribbons previously 
awarded. This included the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
Defense Service Medal (Figure 29). The medal obverse 
has a globe superimposed over two crossed anchors. Atop 
the globe is perched an eagle, with wings extended. The 
reverse of the medal is blank. The ribbon for the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey Defense Service Medal has a broad 
center of yellow. At either edge are three 1/32” stripes of 
blue, white, then scarlet.

These two medals, however, do not complete the story of 
the American Defense Service Medal. Even though the 
last date of eligibility for the medal was 69 years ago, 
there are efforts today to re-institute it for later service. A 
number of state legislatures have passed resolutions over 
the past several years proposing the use of the American 
Defense Service Medal to recognize cold war service. 
The most persistent state is Texas, which passed Senate 
Resolution 51, on January 28, 2009 that called for the 
President to modify Executive Order 8808 to award the 
American Defense Service Medal to United States armed 
forces personnel who served on active duty during the 
period between September 1, 1945 and December 27, 
1991. The resolution also suggested that the medal have 
a different, suitably inscribed reverse.

Veteran organizations have also requested a medal to 
recognize service during the Cold War, in some cases calling 
for the reinstatement of the American Defense Service 
Medal. Like the state legislatures, these groups wish to 

Figure 30: The Cold War certificate (not actual size).
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recognize service in the defense of America, just as pre-
Pearl Harbor service was recognized. 

These efforts, however, are really unnecessary. The 
American Defense Service Medal was subsequently 
“replaced” by the National Defense Service Medal, first 
authorized for service during the Korean War, then again 
for the Vietnamese War, Operation Desert Storm, and 
the current War on Terrorism. Active duty personnel are 
currently eligible for this medal. There are, however, 
several periods of time since 1950 when active duty 
troops were not eligible for this medal.

Congress has already addressed this issue when they 
authorized the Cold War certificate (Figure 30), but not 
a medal. Even though not authorized for wear by the 
United States Government, several versions of a Cold 
War Medal are currently available for purchase. The 
most popular seems to be the Cold War Medal sold by 
the Foxfall Medals Company (Figure 31) which is not 
endorsed by the United States military, but has been 
adopted by the Military Order of Foreign Wars and 
several state organizations.

Figure 31: Cold War Medal (obverse at left).

In an effort to force the issue, both Houses of Congress 
recently (2008) passed bills directing the Secretary of 
Defense to issue a medal, but the legislation did not 
make it through joint committee sessions. We will just 
have to wait to see whether the story of the American 
Defense Service Medal can rest on its laurels or if it will 
be reauthorized for service at later dates.
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